
The ErgoBelt Plus™ is the only cushioned transfer
belt designed by caregivers for caregivers. The
ErgoBelt Plus™ is ideal for assisting a patient from a
sitting position to a standing position or for walking
exercises. Containing thick additional padding for
added comfort to the patient, the belt promotes
proper ergonomics to help reduce injury to the
caregiver. The sturdy nylon material and construc-
tion with reinforced handle straps makes the
ErgoSafe™ ErgoBelt Plus™ the perfect solution
for manual patient handling.

The Caregivers’ Cushioned Transfer Belt

ErgoBelt Plus™



It is important to always explain to the patient
your plan to transfer and how the belt will assist.
Fasten the buckle to fit snugly around the patient’s
torso. The belt can be used around the upper
body, just under the arms or around the waist.
Ensure that the patient’s garments are not causing
discomfort where the belt is applied and be aware
that clothing may ride up if the belt is not proper-
ly fitted.

Correct Fitting Of Buckle

Both parts Of The Buckle A” Slightly Curved And Should Only Be Fitted Together One Way 

Buckle should secure without force and undo easily by squeezing the two side prongs in the middle of the buckle.

Pull Loose End To Adjust To Size
Notches On Top (Underneath Webbing)

Pull Loose End To Adjust To Size

Notches On Top (Underneath Webbing)

Smooth Top (Printing is underneath)
Smooth On Top

Fitting The ErgoBelt Plus™

Important Prior To Usage
This brochure is only a guide, as alternative methods may be used for patient handling. We strongly recommend
that your facility administrator or risk manager review and approve all protocols used for safe patient handling.
Prior to using any equipment, be sure to check for signs of wear to ensure proper functionality. When using the
ErgoBelt Plus™ for the first time, practice with a fellow caregiver until you have a level of comfort with the prod-
uct.

For proper buckling, be sure to first check that the straps are not twisted. Slide the buckle clip (A) into the buckle lock (B)
until securely fastened. To remove the belt, simple press the sides of the buckle clip (A) together and slide outward.

ErgoBelt Plus™ ErgoBelt Plus™ 
Fitted Under the Bust

ErgoBelt Plus™
Fitted Under the Arms

Item No ES-B300

Cleaning Instructions
The ErgoBelt Plus™ can be cleaned with a disinfectant. It can also be hand or machine washed up to 80°C.
Do not tumble dry or wring. Air dry only. Inspect frequently for signs of wear. Withdraw from use if any faults
are apparent and replace  immediately
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Visit us online at www.ergosafeusa.com to see our full line of ergonomically designed products.
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